Your route to more than 600 of the world’s institutional infrastructure investors...
Welcome to the Infrastructure Investor Global Summit

The world’s largest infrastructure event will be returning to Berlin for the 14th year and is set to be the best year yet.

More meeting spaces, an improved networking app, even more keynotes and a growing investor attendance means your experience will be better than ever before. You’ll have an unrivalled opportunity to meet the people you want to meet and drive your investment strategies forward.

Join the who’s who of infrastructure, build your network and meet your future investors at the only event you need to attend next year.

A world class delegation

Last year’s attendees included:

› Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA)
› AIMCo – Alberta Investment Management Corporation
› ATP
› AustralianSuper
› Bayerische Versorgungskammer (BVK)
› China Ping An Insurance Overseas (Holdings)
› CPPIB
› European Investment Bank
› Future Fund
› GIC Private
› Hanwha Life Insurance
› Japan Post Bank
› Korea Investment Corporation
› New York State Common Retirement Fund
› Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
› Ontario Power Generation
› Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan
› Prudential PMG
› Swiss Re
› Teacher Retirement System of Texas (TRS)
Connect with infrastructure leaders from around the globe

The people you want to meet:

600+ institutional and private investors

Meet the money:

$1tn capital in the room

International:

55+ countries represented

Diverse mix:

500+ companies attend

One Summit. Seven Forums. Explore the week...

DAY 1

Emerging Markets Forum
Encouraging growth and unlocking value through infrastructure investment in emerging economies.

ESG & Sustainability Forum
Showcasing best practice in ESG and what good looks like from a sustainability perspective in infrastructure.

Government Forum
Enhancing public and private collaboration to deliver the world’s infrastructure projects.

DAY 2 & DAY 3

Global Investor Forum
How big data, increasing specialisation and disruption are shaking up the world of infrastructure.

DAY 4

Energy Transition Forum
Discuss the biggest investment opportunity of the century and changing dynamics in a merchant-power world.

Digital Infrastructure Forum
Take the opportunity to examine long-term investor risk and reward in the ever-evolving digital infrastructure space.

Infrastructure Debt Forum
Discuss how to navigate your way through current economic uncertainty and towards future opportunity in infrastructure debt.
Today’s leaders discuss the future of infrastructure
2020 features more keynotes than ever before, including:

**Lord John Browne**
Former CEO, BP and Executive Chairman, L1 Energy

Lord John Browne will discuss planning infrastructure for the future. Browne is an advocate for greater imagination in planning and design. He will explain how governments and political leaders can deliver infrastructure of greater boldness and better quality by putting this advice into practice.

**James Kerr**
Founding Partner, Fable Partners

James Kerr is the man behind the award-winning book *Legacy: What the All Blacks Can Teach Us About the Business of Life*. James will explain how high-performing teams put leadership, teamwork and handling pressure at the heart of daily life.

**Dr. Ayesha Khanna**
Co-founder and CEO, ADDO AI

Dr Khanna will share her expertise on the future of cities and specifically address how digital applications are transforming urban areas across the globe. Ayesha has been a strategic advisor on artificial intelligence, smart cities and fintech to a wide variety of clients.
If you are serious about infrastructure investing, Infrastructure Investor’s Global Summit should be a fixture in your calendar.”

Lincoln Webb,
Executive Vice President,
Infrastructure & Renewable Resources, BCI

Book today to save!
Secure your four day, all-access pass to ensure you don’t miss one moment of the Global Summit experience.

infrastructureinvestor.com/IIGS
customerservices@peimedia.com
+44 20 7566 5444

2020 sponsors include:

Lead Sponsors

学术合作伙伴

Emerald Gala Reception Sponsor

Lanyard Sponsor

WiFi Sponsor

Sponsor